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Abstract
Presently, the nano scale electro-machining (nano-EM) process has been demonstrated in both the liquid and air dielectric mediums, which are
known as wet and dry nano-EM respectively. In the current study, two important aspects of the nano-EM have been investigated: the minimum
possible feature dimension and mass fabrication capability of nano-EM. Firstly, the investigation has been done on the capability of machining
graphene at atomic scale with focus on obtaining smallest possible nano-feature using the wet nano-EM. Secondly, the ability of the nano-EM
process for the fabrication of arrays of nano-holes has been investigated using dry nano-EM. It was found that nano-features of 3 to 4 nm could
be machined in graphene surfaces revealing the atomic arrangement of carbon using the wet nano-EM process. The dry nano-EM was found to
be capable of fabricating arrays of nano-features making it more suitable for mass fabrication. The field induced evaporation of materials from
the tool during dry nano-EM retained the quality of tool electrode, thus making the process capable of fabricating more than 100 nano features
in a single step. It was found that the material removal mechanism influenced the machining capability of the process. The mechanism of
material removal in the wet nano-EM was associated with the dielectric breakdown of liquid n-decane generating intense heat for ionization,
evaporation, and melting of materials. On the other hand, the material removal mechanism of dry nano-EM was associated with the breakdown
of air, which generated intense heat at the gap between the nano-EM tool and the workpiece causing localized ionization and evaporation.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, a significant number of nano-structures are
used for different important applications in electronics, nanoelectro-mechanical systems (NEMS) and biomedical
components. Some of the driving applications of different
nano-features are: nano-pores for DNA detection devices,
nano-vias for interconnects, nano-jets for controlled drug
release, next generation fuel atomizers, nozzles for nanofluidic devices, molecular sieves for protein sorting and so on
[1-4]. In order to meet the increasing demand of nanostructures, a number of nanofabrication techniques have been
developed, such as photolithography [5], nano imprint
lithography [6], focused ion beam lithography [7], UV

lithography [8], X-ray lithography [8], electron beam
lithography [9], soft lithography [10], edge lithography [11],
femtosecond laser machining [12], SPM based lithography
[13] and so on. Although most of these nanofabrication
techniques addressed material removal from silicon and
polymeric materials [14], very few of them have addressed
machining of conducting but hard surfaces. The fabrication of
nanoscale features in different functional metals like gold,
nickel, copper, titanium alloys are of prime importance for
different electronic and biomedical applications [15]. In
addition, many of the lithography processes are limited by the
minimum achievable feature size and process contamination
[16].
A
comparative
performance
of
different
nanomanufacturing techniques with respect to minimum
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feature size, contamination possibility, processing speed,
scalability and cost has been presented elsewhere [17].
Among the unconventional techniques of nanofabrication,
SPM has emerged to be a unique tool for materials structuring
and patterning with atomic and molecular resolution [18]. The
most important benefit of SPM based lithography is that it has
extreme site-specificity and locality, and can be operated in a
variety of media such as vacuum, air and fluids [19]. A
number of studies have been conducted on the STM
lithography in ultrahigh vacuum [20]. In addition, research has
been conducted on STM lithography under the presence of
aqueous environment using water and ethanol vapor [21].
Several mechanism of material removal or deposition have
been proposed, such as field induced diffusion, material
transfer, field evaporation, electro-migration and so on [22].
However, many of the studies have reported inconsistency in
the both fabrication mechanism and the stability of nanofeatures, although they used controlled environment.
In order to address the issue of nano-structuring in
conducting and difficult-to-cut materials and improve
consistency and stability of nano-features, a nano-electromachining process based on scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) platform has been developed by the co-authors [14].
The operational capability of STM in vacuum, air and liquid
media has contributed to the development of nano-EM
processes in both liquid medium (wet nano-EM) [14] and air
medium (dry nano-EM) [23]. In the nano-EM process,
Platinum-Iridium [Pt-Ir (80:20)] or Tungsten [99.9%W] is
used as tool electrode and any conducting substrates with
atomic level surface roughness is used as workpiece. For the
dielectric, liquid n-decane is used in wet nano-EM and air is
used in dry nano-EM. Several research studies have been
carried out on the wet and dry nano-EM. The previous studies
in the area of wet nano-EM focused on the feasibility [14],
repeatability [16], dielectric breakdown [24], tool wear
characteristics [24], dielectric molecular medium [25], and
molecular dynamics simulation of the machining interface
[25]. Moreover, the feasibility, mechanism and machining
performance of dry nano-EM have been discussed [23].
However, two major research questions for the nano-EM
processes are the minimum feature dimension and ability of
the process for mass fabrication of nano-features. In this
study, two aspects of the nano-EM have been presented. First,
investigation has been done on the capability of machining
graphene at atomic scale with focus on obtaining smallest
possible nano-feature. Wet nano-EM process using n-decane
as dielectric has been used for this investigation. Secondly, the
ability of the nano-EM process for the fabrication of arrays of
nano-holes has been investigated using dry nano-EM. The
reason for choosing dry nano-EM for mass fabrication is its
ability to retain the tip quality for long period [23].

to be machined. A bias voltage high enough to cause the
breakdown of dielectric fluid at the gap between tool/tip and
workpiece is applied for electro-machining. The STM
modified setup for nano-electro-machining can be compared
to the conventional die-sinking EDM, where the electrode and
the workpiece are kept at distance of several microns. The gap
between the electrode and workpiece (working gap/spark gap)
is filled with either liquid or air dielectric and voltage is
applied for the occurrence of electrical discharges, which
removes the materials from both the electrode and workpiece.
In this study, the graphene films deposited on the
conductive nickel surface were used as the substrate/work
piece for wet nano-EM. On the other hand, the hydrogen
flame annealed atomically flat {111} gold grown using
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on mica was used as
workpiece for dry nano-EM. The Pt-Ir (80:20) was used as
tool electrode due to its stable performance and ability of
retaining tip quality for the long period. The tools have been
fabricated by electrochemical etching process. The quality of
the nano-EM tools have been evaluated in-situ before and
after the machining using the method developed by the
authors [23]. In case of wet nano-EM, n-decane was used as
dielectric liquid, whereas for dry nano-EM, no additional
dielectric material was used at the gap between the tip and
substrate, considering atmospheric air as a dielectric medium.
The machining conditions for wet and dry nano-EM are listed
in table 1. The dry and wet nano-EM was conducted in near
field in a constant current mode.

2. Experimental detail

Table 1. Machining Conditions for wet and dry nano-EM

A Digital Instruments (DI) Multimode Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy (STM) with NanoScope IV controller is modified
to perform the dry and wet nano-EM as shown in Fig. 1. An
atomically sharp conducting tip/probe is brought within a few
atom diameters (≈ 1 nm) of the conducting surface that needs

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the nano-EM setup; (a) SEM image of
atomically sharp Pt-Ir (80:20) tip, (b) atomic resolution the STM image of the
graphene surface, and (c) machining of letter “S” on graphene as shown in the
display unit after machining by nano-EM.

Machining platform
Work piece
Tool/tip
Dielectric
Machining voltage
Machining current
Pulse duration

STM
Graphene
Pt-Ir (80:20)
n-decane (wet nano-EM), air (dry nano-EM)
2,600 – 3,600 mV
1 nA
1 – 5 sec per nano-feature
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3. Machining of smallest possible nano-feature in
graphene using wet nano-EM
In this section, the investigation for obtaining smallest
possible nano-hole in graphene has been presented. Fig. 2(a)
shows the atomic resolution image of the graphene in ndecane dielectric medium. A bias voltage of 200 mV and
tunneling current of 1 nA were used for obtaining atomic
resolution image of graphene. The lattice parameter measured
from the atomic resolution image was found to be 2.4 ±0.2Å,
which is comparable to the theoretical value of 2.46Å [26].
For the machining of graphene at atomic scale it was assured
that the atomic arrangement were seen in the image of
machined feature. It was found that the 10 nm x 10 nm was
the largest scan size where the atomic arrangement of carbons
in graphene could be realized clearly [Fig. 1(b)]. For
machining graphene at atomic scale, the bias voltage and the
pulse duration were optimized by trial and error. It was found
that positive bias voltage ranging from 2600 mV – 3500 mV
provided consistent nano-features.

the workpiece as well as damaged the nano-EM tool
seriously. The nano-EM tool quality was monitored in-situ
both before and after machining each hole by I – Z curves.
The most important parameter was found to be the pulse
duration. It was observed that the machining of graphene
required longer duration of voltage pulse. The pulse duration
below 3 sec was found to provide inconsistent features,
although the bias voltage was increased. This might be due to
the higher elasticity of graphene resulting from higher
bonding strength of carbon atoms [27]. The threshold energy
for carbon atom displacement from the lattice was found to be
very high [18 to 22 eV] [27]. Fig. 2(b) and (c) shows the
graphene surface before and after machining by the nano-EM
process. The entire hole was not covered in Fig. 2(c), which
was taken immediately after machining, due to the drift of the
STM tip. Considering the hole as a quarter of nano-hole [see
Fig. 3(c) also], the hole-radius was measured as 1.758 nm
with the depth of 0.206 nm. From the measured depth, it can
be said that the machining was carried out on a single layer of
graphene, as the thickness of monolayer graphene is 0.335 nm
[26]. Fig. 2(d) reveals that the lattice structure of graphene
around the edge of the nano-hole was clearly affected after
machining. This may be due to the fact that the graphene
lattice went into structural disorder and amorphization upon
the application of electrical energy [28]. There was partial
reconstruction of the lattice structure and evaporation of
carbon atoms from these HAZ over the time [29].

Fig. 3. (a) Height (constant-current) image of Figure 6(c) showing the
deposited materials at the edge of the hole [hole radius 1.758 nm, depth 0.206
nm], (b) Section analysis showing the profile of the machined hole and, (c)
3D image showing the quarter of a nano-hole.
Fig. 2. (a) Atomic resolution STM image of graphene (3 nm x 3 nm, 200 mV,
1nA), (b) Current image (constant-height) of 10 nm x 10 nm graphene surface
before machining (200 mV, 1nA), (c) Current image of the same 10 nm x 10
nm graphene surface after machining (at 2600 mV, 1 nA, 3 sec), (d)
Magnified image taken adjacent to the machined nano-hole, (e) Magnified
image taken from un-machined area.

The negative bias voltage was found unsuitable for
machining of features in graphene, showing rather deposition
of materials on the graphene surface. Using bias voltage more
than 3200 mV resulted in bigger heat affected zone (HAZ) in

Despite reconstruction of graphene lattice there was still
deposition of materials at the edge of the nano-hole [Fig. 3(a),
(c)]. This may be due to the higher energy required to
evaporate carbon atom from the reconstructed edges [29]. The
energy required for removal of single carbon atom from a
reconstructed pentagon – heptagon (5-6) pair was found to be
10.6 eV [29]. As a result, removed carbon atoms from the
lattice showed a tendency to accumulate at the edge of the
nano-hole. The accumulation of material at the edge of the
nano-hole may also be associated with the spontaneous
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curling of graphene sheet at the reconstructed edges due to
tensile edge stress [30]. The height of the deposited material
at the nano-hole edge was nearly equal to the depth of the
hole [Fig. 3(b)].

1.3 x 103 A/m2 inside the gap upon breakdown of n-decane,
which was enough for causing the heating, melting and
evaporation of materials [31]. At the end of the applied
voltage pulse, the gap recovered its strength as fresh dielectric
was drawn into the gap to replace the vapors created in the
gap. As the dielectric was stagnant from the macroscopic
point of view, the motion of the new dielectric into the gap
was mainly associated with the diffusion process for
concentration gradient between fresh dielectric and dielectric
vapor in gap. The melted portions of the materials might be
removed by the flow of dielectric liquid or re-deposited
around the edge of the nano-hole.
4. Nano-patterning in gold using dry nano-EM

Fig. 4. The 20 nm x 20 nm constant-current image [(a) & (d)], section
analyses of nano-holes [(b) & (e)] and 3D image [(c) & (f)] at 2800 mV, 1
nA, 3 sec.

To investigate the consistency in machining behavior of
graphene and repeatability of the process, machining was
conducted over 20 nm x 20 nm areas under machining
condition of 2800 mV bias voltage, 1 nA current, 3 sec pulse
duration [Fig. 4]. The diameter and depth of two holes were
measured as 5.938 nm and 2.468 nm for hole-1, [Fig. 4(a)-(c)]
and 6.406 nm and 3.125 nm for hole-2, [Fig. 4(d)-(e)]. The
same phenomenon of recast layer formation at the edge of the
nano-holes was observed in both cases. The profiles of the
deposited materials were found to be nearly the reverse of the
machined hole. In addition, the volume of the deposited
materials was measured as 50 – 80% of the removed
materials. Therefore, about 20 – 50% of the materials were
evaporated from the graphene substrate and rests were
deposited around the edge of the nano-holes.
The mechanism of material removal in wet nano-EM of
graphene was associated with the dielectric breakdown of
liquid n-decane. The selected bias voltage was high enough to
create field strength greater than the critical breakdown
strength of n-decane. The field strength created by applying
the bias voltage of 2600 mV – 3500 mV at the gap of 0.5 – 2
nm created a field strength of higher than 1 x 109 V/m, which
was reported to be the breakdown strength of n-decane, and
found to be independent of cathode material (nano-EM tool
tip) [31]. Upon breakdown of the dielectric, a large amount of
current ran through the gap that resulted in the machining of
nano-features in graphene. It was reported that a cathode
shank diameter of 100 nm could result in current density of

The dry nano-EM was done using a Pt-Ir (80:20) tool
electrode on the atomically flat gold surface in the presence of
atmospheric air. Fig. 5 presents the machining of the letter
“S” with a series of nano-holes on the gold substrate. It can be
observed that, except one or two holes, most of the holes were
consistent and well defined. The section analysis across the
different nano-features in Fig. 5 suggests that, all the holes
were nearly same in dimension and also the depth of the
features were nearly same. The diameters of the nano-holes as
indicated by red, green and white markers in the section
analysis were 10.588, 11.871 and 10.730 nm respectively. The
machining depths measured for the holes indicated by red,
green and white arrows were 0.821, 0.695 and 0.786 nm
respectively. It can be observed from the cross-sectional
profile shown in Fig. 5 that all the nano-holes were nearly
“V” shaped, indicating that there was definitely machining
occurred. If we consider the case of conventional die-sinking
EDM or micro-EDM, we know that the negative image of the
electrode is formed after machining. Similarly, in case of dry
nano-EM, the shape of the machined profile was nearly
similar to the negative shape of the STM tip, which confirmed
the machining was happened under the presence of air. One
important observation is that, although the shapes of the nanofeatures were negative profile of STM tip, the nano-feature
diameter was much lesser than the actual STM tip. It was
reported that, the end radius of a quality 1 tip was 30 – 40 nm,
with >50 nm for quality 2 and >70 nm for quality 3 tips [23].
However, the average radius of the profiles of the nanofeatures machined by dry nano-EM was about 4 – 6 nm,
which was much smaller than that of a STM tip. This
phenomenon clearly proved the non-contact nature of
machining, which means there was no direct mechanical
contact between the tip and the substrate during dry nano-EM.
The mechanism of dry nano-EM was associated with the
breakdown of air, which caused the localized ionization and
evaporation, and finally resulted in the material removal.
During machining of nano-features, there was a sudden rise in
the current due to the application of high bias voltage. During
application of very high bias voltage, this sudden rise in the
current at gap width resulted in the field induced evaporation
of materials from both the gold substrates and the Pt-Ir tip.
The field induced evaporation of materials from both the tip
and substrate was also suggested by one important finding in
this study. During machining, the quality of the tip became
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better and sharper, and produced smaller and more consistent
nano-features. The improvement in the quality of the tip could
easily be explained by the field evaporation principle [23].
During the application of high bias voltage in dry nano-EM,
there might be intense local heating at the region of
machining. Due to this intense heating, the materials got
evaporated from the nano-EM tip, especially from different
asperities of the tip, thus making the tip sharper.

atoms did not provide very well defined features, as can be
seen from Fig. 6(c). Therefore, selection of proper surface
with lesser grain boundaries by continuous scanning is
important prior to running the nanoscript for machining.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Cross-section across different nano-features obtained using dry
nano-EM applying bias voltage of 3200 mV, 1 nA current pulse for 1 second
pulse duration per feature, (b) The profiles of different nano-holes obtained
across three different lines of cross-section.

Fig. 6(a), (b) and (c) shows the machining of “NSF”, “USA”
and the ‘Map of USA’ respectively using arrays of nano-holes
with dry nano-EM in a single step. It was found that all the 50
holes in the writing of “NSF” were identical. The average
diameter of the 50 nano-holes was measured as 7.5 nm. In
case of writing of “USA”, it can be seen that except one hole
from letter ‘A’, most of the holes were well defined and of
almost same dimensions [Fig. 6(b)]. The dimensions of all the
39 nano-holes were measured and it was found that the
average diameter of the holes was closely 10 nm. Fig. 6(c)
shows the image of the “Map of USA” that was machined by
defined nano-features using dry nano-EM. It was found that
some of the nano-holes were not machined properly due to the
uneven surface. The nano-holes machined on the smooth
surface were almost identical and well defined. One of the
major challenges in nanofabrication using dry nano-EM was
the roughness of the surface. As mentioned before in the
experimental section, the surface roughness should be in the
angstrom level in order to ensure all the nano-features are
machined properly. Moreover, it was observed that machining
of nano-features at the grain boundary of atomically flat gold

(c)
Fig. 6. Nano patterning in gold by mass fabrication of nano-holes in a single
step using dry nano-EM: (a) machining of letters “NSF”, (b) machining of
letters “USA” and (c) machining of the “USA map”.
Table 2. Differences between wet nano-EM and dry nano-EM
Factors of
comparison
Machining
Platform

Wet nano-EM

Dry Nano-EM

STM

STM

Electrode

Pt / Ir, Tungsten

Pt / Ir, Tungsten

Electrode
diameter

20-30 nm

20-30 nm

Discharge gap

2-10 nm

Dielectric
medium

n-decane,
oil

2-10 nm

Electric field
strength

1 x 109 V/m

3 x 106 V/m

Material
removal
Mechanism

Dielectric breakdown of
n-decane causes high
current intensity
resulting in melting and
evaporation of materials

Breakdown of air causes
intense heat and electric
field resulting in field
induced evaporation of
ions and atoms

Average
Feature size

10 mm

7.5 nm

Minimum
Feature size

3-5 mm

3-5 nm

hydrocarbon

Atmospheric air
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As can be seen from the discussions in sections 3 and 4,
the differences between the wet and dry nano-EM exist
mainly due to the different mediums used for two processes.
The differences also exist in the material removal mechanism,
electric field strength, and the machining capabilities of the
two processes. However, there is no significant difference in
the basic experimental setup, electrode and workpiece
materials, and the discharge gap between the electrode and
workpiece during machining. Table 2 presents a summary of
the differences between wet and dry nano-EM considering
various aspects of machining.
5. Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from this
experimental study:
• The smallest nano-feature of 3 to 4 nm can be
machined in 10 nm x 10 nm graphene surfaces
showing the atomic arrangement of carbon using the
wet nano-EM process in n-decane dielectric
interface.
• The mechanism of material removal in the wet nanoEM is associated with the dielectric breakdown of
liquid n-decane generating intense heat for
ionization, evaporation, and/or melting of materials.
• The material removal mechanism of dry nano-EM is
associated with the breakdown of air, which
generates intense heat at the gap between the nanoEM tool and the workpiece causing localized
ionization and evaporation.
• The field induced evaporation from the tool during
dry nano-EM improves the quality of the tool for
both scanning and further machining, thus making
the dry nano-EM process suitable for mass
fabrication of nano-features.
• The dry nano-EM can fabricate arrays of nanofeatures in a programmed way with very good
repeatability and consistency of the features.
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